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JAKE LONGSTRETH
PA S T U R E S A N D PA R K I N G L O T S:

Listed in order of appearance, courtesy of the artist:

O U T TA K E S A N D O T H E R R A R I T I E S , 2 0 0 3 -2 0 1 6

1. Campus, 2008, acrylic on canvas, 48 x 48 inches
2. Woods, 2011, oil on canvas, 30x36 inches
3. Primordial Valley, 2011, oil on canvas, 32x37 inches
4. Facade (AMC), 2012, oil on canvas, 24x30 inches
5. Pasture, 2010, oil on canvas, 48x40 inches
6. Pasture With Fronds, 2011, oil on canvas, 18x24 inches
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“
Beyond the tilled plain, beyond the toy roofs,
there would be a slow sufusion of inutile
loveliness, a low sun in a platinum haze with a
warm, peeled-peach tinge pervading the upper
edge of a two-dimensional, dove-gray cloud
fusing with the distant amorous mist. There might
be a line of spaced trees silhouetted against the
horizon, and hot still noons above a wilderness
of clover, and Claude Lorrain clouds inscribed
remotely into misty azure with only their cumulus
part conspicuous against the neutral swoon of the
background. Or again, it might be a stern El Greco
horizon, pregnant with inky rain, and a passing
glimpse of some mummy-necked farmer, and all
around alternating strips of quick-silverish water
and harsh green corn, the whole arrangement
opening like a fan, somewhere in Kansas.

”
V L A D I M I R N A B A K O V, L O L I T A

That Nabokov’s Humbert Humbert describes the
visual experience of the American road trip through
the guise of western European painting is telling.
For it is through such a frame that our American
sense of light and space was established and
mythologized through countless artworks, from
songbook to cinema. Jake Longstreth’s image of
the American landscape is one that Nabokov may
appreciate: the everyday and the banal rendered
in visionary hues and fat planes. Longstreth’s
point of reference may be more current than
Nabokov’s claims on Lorrain or El Greco, recalling
the work of David Hockney, Ed Ruscha, and Vija
Celmins, each of whom, in the mid-20th century,
were drawn to the quotidian spaces of American
consumer culture.
Though he is currently based in Los Angeles, and
previously resided in Oregon and Connecticut,
Longstreth’s preference for crisply rendered
structures against evenly-lit skies is not just
a hallmark of California. The places he paints

are placeless, approachable, and immediately
familiar. The storefronts built of prefabricated
materials, roofed in thin sheet metal and sided
in inofensive stucco tones, are the signature
of American late capitalism’s penchant for an
efcient and quantifable use of space and labor.
As such, Longstreth’s subject matter is not just
architecture, but the social and natural conditions
in which that architecture exists. The painter’s
interest in repetitive formats and hanging work
in grid systems, as well as economic use of
mark-making, mimics the geometry and modern
construction techniques of the locations he paints:
video stores, fast casual dining establishments,
big box retailers, parking lots.
While Longstreth’s work from the last decadeand-a-half covered in this exhibition has found its
subject in the non-place of American capitalism,
his work has also sought refuge in a visionary
depiction of more natural locales. Longstreth’s
landscapes speak to evocative experiences of

a feral nature always at the edge of settlement.
In works such as Primordial Valley or Pasture
1 the landscape is rendered in bold, bulbous
brushstrokes, and with a color palette akin to
the fauve painters of the early 20th century. Yet
expressiveness is countered by a fat sky rendered
in a tonal range suggesting the particulate matter
of an altered atmosphere. Though it is not the
symbolism of Paul Gauguin, and perhaps has more
common ground with mid-20th century Americans
Milton Avery and Charles Burchfeld, Longstreth’s
vivid and hallucinatory pastoral seeks the sublime
in the age of the Anthropocene. There lies, in
these works, a mysticism present and emerging
from a more fabricated world, or, as author D.J.
Waldie reminds us in Holy Land: A Suburban
Memoir, “The grid is the plan above the earth. It is
a compass of possibilities.”
DR. CHRIS BALASCHAK
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